
Photography: project two
Fashion Photography
Mentor: Katie Lee
Who should pick this project? The White T- Shirt company.
To individually style a fashion image that will promote The White T-Shirt Company.  You will all be given 
the same clothes, a white T-Shirt and you have to come up with an idea for your shoot.  This could include 
make up ideas, accessories or you could have an image that inspires the style of your shoot.  You need to 
think about the feel of the shot, thinking back to the studio day and how lighting can change the feel of your 
image.  Is it high key or low key, what mood do you want to evoke.

The Project:
Imagine a magazine editorial for insertion in a product feature page. Show us how you would style a classic 
white t-shirt and tell us what ethical fashion means to you! The winner will have their own blog post in June 
and will feature across all of our social media and press, including a national press release to see if we can 
get your editorial into a national magazine or newspaper. Wording should be approx. 200 words explaining 
your photo and how it reflects your ethical values.

Main Company Sponsors: 
The White T-Shirt Co - https://www.thewhitetshirt.com/
Tyne Tees Models - http://www.tyneteesmodels.co.uk/
Newcastle College - http://www.ncl-coll.ac.uk/
Make-up artists: Kerry Wallace-Smith 
Josephine Birkett - www.josephinebirkett.co.uk
Penny Edwards - http://www.pennyjanephotography.co.uk/

Your 3 Training Days may look like this: 

Day one:  Planning day with Katie Lee

Day two: FashionShoot day at Newcastle College

Day three: Editing day with Katie Lee

Need help or guidance? 

If you would like to choose this project but have a few questions please get in touch with your mentor. We 
are here to help and guide you through your project - Katie Lee: hello@thisiscreativeenterprise.com 

TICE Photography Team Sponsors 2014:

Make-up artists: Kerry Wallace-Smith - Josephine Birkett


